
 

FREE curbside bulk item collection services may be available (not guaranteed).                                                
If in doubt, the resident should contact their specific Hauler and ask if the item is collected free of charge.  

ITEM ALLOWED 
NOT 

ALLOWED 
ITEM ALLOWED 

NOT 
ALLOWED 

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS    GRILL     

DECK     portable grill (propane 
removed, hazardous waste)  propane removed, 

hazardous waste 

composite board, lumber          

FENCE     HVAC     

aluminum, chain-length,                           
iron, PVC, wire, wood    air conditioner must call Hauler to 

schedule pick-up   

      condenser must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

FURNITURE     furnace must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

  

adjustable bed (home care, 
mechanical/power) 

must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

  heat pump must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

  

bed frame (metal, wood)  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed     

  

bookcase  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

LAWN EQUIPMENT                                
(gas power) 

(all fluid removed,                                                
gas & oil are hazardous waste) 

bureau, chest of drawers, 
drawers, dresser,  

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 
blower (leaf)    

chair, recliner  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

chain saw    

chest  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

pressure washer    

china cabinet    push mower    

couch, loveseat, sectional  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

riding mower    

desk  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

string trimmer                                                 
(weed eater, weed wacker)    

headboard  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

edger  
  

hide-a-bed couch must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

        

lamp    LAWN EQUIPMENT                        
(battery power ) 

(battery removed, hazardous waste) 

mattress, boxspring  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

blower (leaf)  
  

mirror 
must tape up, 
prevent glass 

breakage 
  chain saw  

  

pool table, billiards table must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

  edger    



rug (area rug, wall-to-wall) 
rolled, 4 ft long 

rolls, less than 50 
lbs. 

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 
pressure washer  

  
table (coffee, dining,                  

end table, night stand)  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

push mower  
  

yard furniture  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

string trimmer                             
(weed eater, weed wacker)  

  

            
MINOR HOUSEHOLD 

REPAIR 
    ROOFING     

cabinets (kitchen, bath)  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

membrane roofing 
(synthetic roofing material)    

drywall (gypsum board, 
plasterboard, sheetrock) 

small quantity, 1-2 
small size pieces 

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 
metal (aluminum)    

exterior door                                    
(front door) 

must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

rolled material (asphalt or 
felt underlayment, tar 

paper) 
   

interior door  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

shingles (fiberglass, 
asphalt)    

ladder    solar panels    

mirror 
must tape up, 
prevent glass 

breakage 
  

tile (clay, concrete, 
synthetic)    

pool pump    SIDING     

rug (area rug, wall-to-wall) 
rolled, 4 ft long 

rolls, less than 50 
lbs. 

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 

composite, fiber cement,                        
Hardie Board, vinyl, wood    

sink, toilet, tub  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

      

sliding glass door must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 
TIRES     

tile small quantity,                   
1-2 boxes 

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 
      

water softener system    WHITE GOODS                    
(major appliances)     

window must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

many pieces; large 
quantity not 

allowed 

counter top oven,                      
toaster oven   

  

      dishwasher must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

      freezer  (all sizes, all types) must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

OUTDOOR TOYS     ice maker must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

basket ball hoop & goal                              
(metal, plastic)    microwave    

bicycle, tricycle                      
(metal, plastic)    

refrigerator (all sizes,                
all types) 

must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

children's car (battery 
removed, hazardous waste)  battery removed, 

hazardous waste stove/oven must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

play house (plastic)    trash compactor must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   



     
 

slide (plastic)    washer, dryer must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   

swing set (metal, plastic, 
wood) 

must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up   water heater must call Hauler to 

schedule pick-up   

trampoline must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

        

sandbox (plastic)          

            

YARD FURNITURE     
YARD WASTE                                    

(outdoor debris, yard 
debris)   

  

daybed  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

      brick (any size,                
one piece, many pieces)   

 

chair  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

asphalt (any size,                  
one piece, many pieces)   

 

couch  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

bulk bag, Bagster, 
Dumpster in a bag, 

Durasack   
 

fire pit must call Hauler to 
schedule pick-up 

depends on what 
firepit is made of 

concrete (any size,                    
one piece, many pieces)    

lounge  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

gravel, rock 
  

 

picnic table (plastic, wood)  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

landscape timber   
  

 

table (any type)  
many pieces; large 

quantity not 
allowed 

paver (one piece,                    
many pieces)   

 

umbrella    railroad ties    

      sand, soil, dirt    

      sod, turf                         
(replacing the lawn)    

      stone, rock (any size,                   
one piece, many pieces)    

      tree  (limb, stump, trunk)    

            
 


